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Cloudera Replication Manager What's new

What's new

This section lists major features and updates for Replication Manager service.

Attention:  Support of Replication Manager with Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) clusters is Technical
Preview and not available by default. For more information, contact your Cloudera account team. If you have
questions regarding this service, contact support by logging a case on our Cloudera Support Portal.

Mar 07, 2023
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

HBase replication policy enhancements

The following enhancements are available for HBase replication policies:

• During HBase replication policy creation, you can choose one of the following cloud credential options:

• Credentials are available in source cluster HDFS service configuration setting- You can choose this option
when you want to use a Google Cloud account. You can use this option for S3 and ADLS accounts as well.

To add the advanced configuration settings for Google Cloud, Amazon S3, and ADLS accounts, perform the
following steps:

1. Go to the  source Cloudera Manager Clusters HDFS service Configuration  tab.
2. Locate the HDFS Client Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve) for hdfs-site.xml property.
3. Add the following key-value pairs to register a Google account to use in Replication Manager:

• fs.gs.impl=com.google.cloud.hadoop.fs.gcs.GoogleHadoopFileSystem
• fs.gs.project.id=[***enter the project ID***]
• fs.gs.system.bucket=[***enter the bucket name***]
• fs.gs.working.dir=/
• fs.gs.auth.service.account.enable=true
• fs.gs.auth.service.account.email=[***enter the service principal email ID***]
• fs.gs.auth.service.account.keyfile=/[***Enter the local path of the p12 file***]

4. Add the following key-value pairs to register an S3 account to use in Replication Manager:

• fs.s3a.access.key=[***enter the session access key***]
• fs.s3a.secret.key=[***enter the session secret key***]

5. Add the following key-value pairs to register an ADLS account to use in Replication Manager:

• fs.azure.account.oauth2.client.id=[***enter the ABFS storage client ID***]
• fs.azure.account.oauth2.client.secret=[***enter the ABFS storage client secret key***]

6. Save and restart the HDFS service for the changes to take effect.
• Credentials from External Account - You can choose this option for S3 and ADLS storage options.

For more information, see Creating an HBase replication policy.
• You can Force Delete an HBase replication policy after Replication Manager fails to delete the replication

policy (using the  Actions Delete  option on the Replication Policies page for the replication policy). For more
information, see Managing HBase replication policy.

Jan 11, 2023
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.
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HBase replication policy enhancements

The following enhancements are available for HBase replication policies:

• HBase data replication using HBase replication policies is supported when SFT setting is automatically set on
SFT-enabled clusters.

• You must choose the  Select Destination I want to force the setup of this HBase replication policy  option in the
HBase policy creation wizard to acknowledge that the first-time setup between the selected source and destination
clusters should be initiated after the existing pairing of the source and/or target cluster gets cleared.

For more information, see Creating HBase replication policy.
• You can also use the following options to manage an HBase replication policy:

• The  Replication Policies HBase replication policy Actions Suspend  action suspends all the active HBase
replication policies between the source and target clusters selected in the replication policy.

• The  Replication Policies HBase replication policy Actions Activate  action resumes data replication for all the
HBase replication policies between the source and target clusters selected in the replication policy.

• The  Replication Policies HBase replication policy Actions Retry Create  action retries the first-time setup
between the source and target clusters selected in the replication policy. This option is available only if the
first-time setup configuration fails.

• The  Replication Policies HBase replication policy Actions Retry Failed Snapshots  action reruns the failed
initial snapshots (and only the failed ones) in the replication policy if the Replication Manager failed to
replicate the existing data of some tables.

• The  Replication Policies HBase replication policy Actions View Command Details   action opens the latest
replication policy job and shows the last 15 steps of the log for the policy job run. The steps and substeps
appear in a tree view. The failed steps are expanded by default.

For more information, see Managing HBase replication policy.
• You can now monitor the first-time setup configuration steps and its progress on the  Replication Policies HBase

replication policy Job History   tab.

Hive replication policy enhancements

The following enhancements are available for Hive replication policies:

• You can use Hive replication policies to replicate Hive external tables and metadata from CDH 5.10 and higher
clusters and CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.1 and higher clusters to Data Hubs using Cloudera Manager 7.9.0 or
higher.

For more information, see Creating Hive replication policy.
• The  Replication Policies Hive replication policy  Actions View Command Details  action opens the latest

replication policy job and shows the last 15 steps of the log for the policy job run. The steps and substeps appear
in a tree view. The failed steps are expanded by default.

For more information, see Managing Hive replication policy.

May 16, 2022
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

Updates to HBase replication policy

• If you are using Cloudera Manager version 7.6.0 or higher, you can use the following options while creating an
HBase replication policy:

• Rolling HBase Service Restart on Source - This option appears if you select COD or Data Hub as the source
cluster. Select this option to enable automatic rolling restart of HBase service on the source cluster after the
HBase replication policy first-time setup steps are complete. Otherwise, Cloudera Manager performs a full
restart of the service.
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• Rolling HBase Service Restart on Destination - Select this option to enable automatic rolling restart of HBase
service on the target cluster as a rolling restart after the HBase replication policy first-time setup steps are
complete. Otherwise, Cloudera Manager performs a full restart of the service.

• Validate Policy - Select to notify Replication Manager to verify the policy details after the policy creation is
complete.

For more information, see Creating HBase replication policy.
• A warning message appears when you choose a cluster that is part of an existing cluster pairing. If there are

HBase replication policies for the existing pairing, policy creation is not allowed to continue. If there are no
policies, the existing pairing is removed and policy creation continues.

For more information, see Using HBase replication policy.

Support for Replication Manager in ap-1 and eu-1 regional Control Planes

Replication Manager is now supported in the ap-1 (Australia) and eu-1 (Germany) regional Control Planes. For the
list of all supported services in the supported Control Plane regions, see CDP Control Plane regions.

Older releases

Overview of new features, enhancements, and changed behavior introduced in earlier releases of Replication
Manager.

May 12, 2022
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

Migrating HDFS data from cloud storage to CDH clusters

After you register a CDH cluster as a classic cluster in Management Console, and register the cloud credentials (AWS
S3 and Azure) in Replication Manager, you can migrate HDFS data from the cloud storage to the registered classic
cluster (CDH cluster) using HDFS replication policies.

For more information about CDP CLI for HDFS and Hive replication policies, see Creating HDFS replication policy.

Tracking and monitoring the performance of HDFS and Hive replication policies

You can monitor and track the performance of the following replication policies:

• HDFS replication policies - Download the CSV reports in the HDFS Replication Report field on the  Replication
Policies [***HDFS replication policy***] Job History  panel.

• Hive replication policies - Download the CSV reports in the HDFS Replication Report field and Hive Replication
Report field on the  Replication Policies [***Hive replication policy***] Job History  panel.

For more information, see Managing HDFS replication policy and Managing Hive replication policy.

Modifying HDFS and Hive replication policy options

After you create an HDFS replication policy or Hive replication policy, you can change the policy options as required
to meet any changing requirements. Optionally, on the Replication Policies page, you can expand an HDFS or Hive
replication policy to edit the policy description, frequency (start time cannot be modified if the policy has already
started) to run the policy, YARN queue name to submit the replication job, maximum bandwidth for each map
task, and maximum map slots or tasks per replication job. To optimize the replication policy performance, you can
configure the queue name, maximum bandwidth, and maximum map slots as necessary.

For more information, see Managing HDFS replication policy and Managing Hive replication policy.
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Restart HBase service when you use on-premises cluster as source cluster in HBase replication
policy

After you create an HBase replication policy, you must restart the HBase service in the on-premises source cluster
when the policy status on the Replication Policies page shows Manual restart (src) / restarting (dest) or Manual
HBase restart needed on source. After the service restart is complete, the setup continues automatically for the
replication policy.

However, if the source cluster Cloudera Manager version is 7.6.0 or lower and you are using an on-premises cluster
as the source cluster, you must perform the following steps to complete the HBase replication policy setup:

1. Restart the HBase service on the on-premises source cluster when the policy status on the Replication Policies
page shows Waiting for ‘Continue Setup’ action call.

2. Click Continue setup for the policy on the Replication Policies page after the service restart is complete. This
action informs Replication Manager to continue the replication policy setup.

For more information, see Managing HBase replication policy.

Mar 1, 2022
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

Using CDP CLI for HDFS and Hive replication policies

The CDP CLI commands for Replication Manager are under the replicationmanager CDP CLI option.

You can create, suspend, activate, or delete HDFS and Hive replication policies using create-policy, suspend-policy,
activate-policy, and delete-policy CDP CLI commands. You can also list the clusters, replication policies, service
statuses, credentials, and get the credentials for a specific cluster using the list-clusters, list-policies, list-cluster-
service-statuses, list-all-credentials, and get-credentials CDP CLI commands.

For more information about CDP CLI for HDFS and Hive replication policies, see CDP CLI for Replication Manager.

Feb 24, 2022
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

Creating HDFS and HBase snapshot policies (Tech preview)

A snapshot is a set of metadata information, a point-in-time backup of HDFS files and HBase tables. You can create
snapshot policies for HDFS directories and HBase tables in registered classic clusters and SDX Data Lake clusters
to take snapshots at regular intervals. Before you create an HDFS snapshot policy for an HDFS directory, you must
enable snapshots for the directory in Cloudera Manager.

After a snapshot policy takes a snapshot of the HDFS directory or HBase table, you can perform the following tasks:

• Restore the snapshot to the original directory or table using the Restore Snapshot option.
• Restore a directory or table to a different directory or table using the Restore Snapshot as option.

For more information about snapshot policies, see Snapshot policies in Replication Manager.

Important:  Creating an HDFS or HBase snapshot policy is a technical preview feature. Access to preview
features is provided upon request to customers for trial and evaluation. The components are provided ‘as is’
without warranty or support. Further, Cloudera assumes no liability for the use of preview components, which
should be used by customers at their own risk. Contact your Cloudera account team to have this preview
feature enabled in your CDP account.
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Override default storage location for replicated Hive external tables in the target cluster

Administrators can override the default storage location for replicated Hive external tables in the target cluster when
they create a Hive replication policy.

Before you add another path to override the default storage location, ensure that the following steps are complete in
the Ranger UI:

1. Alter the ranger policy Default: Hive warehouse locations in cm_s3 service to allow the Hive service to access the
updated locations of S3 bucket path.

2. Manually update the Ranger and Sentry permissions.

For more information about editing the Hive External Table Base Directory option in Hive replication policies, see
Creating Hive replication policy.

Cannot suspend HBase replication policies

If you create an HBase replication policy, you can no longer suspend the policy. However, you can resume any
existing suspended HBase replication policy.

Generate and download diagnostic bundles for replication policies

You can generate and download diagnostic bundles for HDFS and Hive replication policies. You can use the bundle
to troubleshoot failed replication jobs or to view replication-specific diagnostic data for a replication policy.

For more information about CDP CLI for HDFS and Hive replication policies, see Managing HDFS replication
policies and Managing Hive replication policies.

Sept 9, 2021
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

Enhancements to HBase replication policies

The following enhancements are available for an HBase replication policy:

• You do not need to create a schema similar to the source cluster on the destination cluster.
• Replication Manager performs the first-time setup configuration steps which includes HBase service restart on

both the clusters automatically.
• Optionally, you can also create or use an existing HBase replication machine user during policy creation and

then validate the existing username with the UMS. The username and password is automatically synchronized to
the destination cluster’s environment (and to the source’s as well if the source is Cloudera Operational Database
(COD)).

April 30, 2021
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

Registering CDP Private Cloud Base clusters in CDP Public Cloud

You can register the CDP Private Cloud Base as a classic cluster in CDP. After registration, you can replicate the data
in HDFS and Hive external tables in the classic cluster to CDP Public Cloud.

March 25, 2021
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

Replication Manager introduces HBase replication policy which supports the following use cases:
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• From CDP Private Cloud Base cluster to Data Hub cluster.
• From CDH cluster to Data Hub cluster.
• From CDH cluster to COD cluster.
• From COD cluster to COD cluster.

Important:  HBase replication policy is a technical preview feature. If you require access, contact your
Cloudera account team.

June 19, 2020
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

Replication Manager is a service for copying and migrating data between environments within the enterprise data
cloud. It is a simple, easy-to-use, and feature-rich data movement capability to move existing data and metadata to the
cloud to fuel new workloads.

Replication Manager introduces the following new features:

• Availability of Azure Blob Filesystem (ABFS) cloud storage
• Ability to use Cloudera Data Platform Data Center clusters

November 15, 2019
This release of the Replication Manager service introduces the following new features.

Replication Manager is a service for copying and migrating data between environments within the enterprise data
cloud. It is a simple, easy-to-use, and feature-rich data movement capability to move existing data and metadata to the
cloud to fuel new workloads.

Replication Manager introduces the following new features:

• Full support for CDH On-Premise cluster (Classic Cluster)
• AutoTLS enablement
• HDFS-less compute clusters
• Table Level Replication

Known Issues

This section lists known issues that you might run into while using the Replication Manager service.
DOCS-13504

When you create an HBase replication policy between a source cluster using Cloudera Manager
version is 7.6.0-patch5366 or higher and a target cluster using Cloudera Manager version is 7.6.0
or lower, the first-time setup is not initiated and the following misleading message appears during
policy creation:

Skipping Replication Setup because it has already been done.

To resolve this issue, upgrade the target cluster to Cloudera Manager version to 7.6.0-patch5366 or
higher.

DMX-489

With default replication configurations, small files consuming more time to complete the replication
process

You can increase the number of mappers to improve the replication performance.

DMX-518
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Hive replication policy fails when a table is dropped in the source database (export tables) when the
replication job is running.

DMX-519

If snapshots on the /user/hive/warehouse directory is not enabled, Hive replication policy fails when
inserts are done on a source table during replication job run.

DMX-521

While running Hive replication policy, if you drop a table, it is not dropped on the target cluster.
The data still remains and 'show tables' displays the dropped table after successful replication
instances.

DMX-1455

An HBase replication policy from Cloudera Operational Database COD to COD cluster fails if you
select the Perform Initial Snapshot option in the Create Replication Policy wizard, and the source
and destination COD clusters use different AWS accounts.

OPSAPS-64879

Replication policies with an empty name do not appear on the Replication Policies page.

Provide a unique replication policy name during replication policy creation.

OPSAPS-66303

A NullPointerException appears when you delete an HBase replication policy for which the policy
creation failed because a table in the policy did not exist on the source cluster.

After the failed delete action (using the  Actions Delete  option on the Replication Policies page),
select  Actions Force Delete  to get the policy deleted.

OPSAPS-66327

The HBase peer can be created in the disabled state in CDH 6.0 or higher clusters. However, HBase
peer cannot be created in disabled state in CDH 5 clusters and the peer remains enabled throughout
the replication setup action.

In CDH 5 clusters, create a ‘test’ HBase replication policy with a small table. This creates the
HBase peer.

OPSAPS-67042

Currently, when you create an HBase replication policy for a table, a snapshot is created and then
the replication scope is set to “1”. Because of the order of steps, data generated between snapshot
creation and setting the replication scope is not replicated.

Set the replication scope of the tables on the source cluster that you want to replicate to “1" and then
create the HBase replication policy.

To configure the replication scope for a table on the master cluster, run the “alter
[***table_name***], {NAME => [***column-family***], REPLICATION_SCOPE => 1}
command for each column family that must be replicated. REPLICATION_SCOPE is a column-
family level attribute, where the value '0' means replication is disabled, and '1' means replication is
enabled.

Related Information
Replication Manager Overview

Fixed Issues

This section lists fixed issues in the Replication Manager service.
CDPSDX-2879: Ranger import fails when you create a Hive replication policy for a medium duty Data
Lake cluster
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When you create a Hive replication policy with the Include Sentry Permissions with Metadata or
Skip URI Privileges option for a medium duty Data Lake cluster, Ranger import fails. Before you
choose the Include Sentry Permissions with Metadata option for a Hive replication policy for a
medium duty Data Lake cluster, contact Cloudera Support.

DMX-348: Export remote Hive Metastore step failed while using Replication Manager

While creating a replication policy with no Sentry permissions for the source database/tables, with
latest Data Lake clusters, an error message appears The remote command failed with error message
:       Command (HDFS replication (433)) has failed.

Make sure that while using CDH cluster(s), you do not use MapReduce 1 service.

DMX-355: Currently, Replication Manager does not work efficiently with high-frequency policies

Recommend using policy frequency which is greater than 30 minutes.

DMX-364: Multiple instance of Replication Manager UI displays as "In Progress"

When the replication policy is scheduled with a specific interval, it is seen from the UI that all the
instances are "In Progress" and one of the instances is failed.

Refresh the web browser and try again.

DMX-391: Schedule Run option displays only "Does not repeat" and "Custom" options

Recommend to use "Does not repeat" or "Run now" option to schedule the replication policy.

DMX-636: Inconsistency in the value of Timestamp Type column when source ORC is replicated, and
source and target clusters are in different time zones

From an Auto TLS source cluster, when a ORC table with static data is replicated, the data in the
Timestamp Type column does not match in the target cluster.

DMX-666: Replication fails when the exception "connection timed out" is not handled in Cloudera
Manager

Ensure there is connectivity between Source Cloudera Manager and SDX CM. If the source
hostname is not resolved to IP, add the host mapping of Cloudera Manager host to /etc/hosts entries
of SDX CM.

OPSAPS-61288: Replication setup fails when a non-default namespace is not created on the destination
cluster

Create a namespace on the destination cluster before you create an HBase replication policy.

OPSAPS-61596: HBase policy returns "different schema" when tables on source and destination clusters
have the same column families

This issue appears because HBase replication policies handle tables that have table attributes
incorrectly. Tables with table attributes in replicated tables might lead to other errors as well.

Remove the table attributes for the HBase tables.

OPSAPS-62910, OPSAPS-62948, OPSAPS-62956, and OPSAPS-62998

When you perform HBase replication policy creation, policy update, or policy delete operations on
multiple policies between the same cluster pair at once, different failures appear. This is because the
HBase peer does not get synchronized during these operations as expected.

Perform HBase replication policy creation, modification, or deletion action one at a time on each
HBase replication policy of a cluster pair.

OPSAPS-62836

When the first HBase replication policy is created between two clusters where the source cluster is
an on-premises cluster, sometimes the policy's status shows Waiting for 'Continue Setup' action call
for the first few seconds.

No user action is required. The status automatically is updated to Configuring clusters after a few
seconds.

OPSAPS-62995
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The HBase replication policy first time setup fails when the destination cluster is a Data Hub.

This issue appears when the HBase classpath is not configured automatically as expected.

To resolve this issue, perform the following steps in Cloudera Manager of the Data Hub before
setting up an HBase replication policy:

1. Navigate to the HBase service.
2. Search for the following Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve)

values, and add the key and value as shown below:

• HBase Service Environment Advanced Configuration Snippet
(Safety Valve)

Key: HBASE_CLASSPATH

Value: HBASE_CLASSPATH="$HBASE_CLASSPATH:/opt/cloudera/parcels/CDH/lib/
hbase-cdp-jars/"

• HBase Client Environment Advanced Configuration Snippet
(Safety Valve)

Key: HBASE_CLASSPATH

Value: HBASE_CLASSPATH="$HBASE_CLASSPATH:/opt/cloudera/parcels/CDH/lib/
hbase-cdp-jars/"

3. Restart HBase service.

OPSAPS-63071

HBase replication policies from on-premises (CDH5 and CDH6) clusters fail when the source
cluster Cloudera Manager version is 7.6.0.

To resolve this issue, perform the following steps in the source cluster Cloudera Manager before
you create an HBase replication policy:

1. Navigate to the HBase service.
2. Search for the following Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve)

values, and add the key-value pairs as shown below:

• HBase Service Environment Advanced Configuration Snippet
(Safety Valve)

Key: HBASE_CLASSPATH

Value: HBASE_CLASSPATH="$HBASE_CLASSPATH:[***location of HBase replication
parcel jar file***]"

• HBase Client Environment Advanced Configuration Snippet
(Safety Valve)

Key: HBASE_CLASSPATH

Value: HBASE_CLASSPATH="$HBASE_CLASSPATH:[***location of HBase replication
parcel jar file***]"

For example, the location of the HBase replication parcel jar
in your CDH source cluster might be /opt/cloudera/parcels/
CLOUDERA_OPDB_REPLICATION-1.0-1.CLOUDERA_OPDB_REPLICATION5.14.4.p0.9261092/
lib/

3. Restart HBase service.

OPSAPS-63138

The HBase Replication First Time Setup command runs successfully in the
destination cluster though the Admin Setup HBase replication subcommand fails on the
source cluster.

OPSAPS-63905
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Replication Manager runs the clone_snasphot command when restoring snapshots on SFT-enabled
clusters without setting the SFT attributes on the table.

OPSAPS-64034

When you delete an HBase replication policy, the HBase peer used in the policy is also deleted if a
replicated table name has the - character. Note that the HBase peer is deleted even when there are
existing HBase replication policies using this peer. This issue also occurs if a replicated table in any
of the policies that uses this peer has the - character in its name.

OPSAPS-65572

When you create an HBase replication policy between a cluster pair where HBase policies between
them are suspended (which also means that the corresponding HBase peer is disabled), the HBase
peer is enabled at the end of the policy creation process which results in an inconsistent suspend
state for the suspended policies.

To resolve this issue, suspend the new policy after policy creation to restore a consistent suspended
state for all the HBase replication policies between the cluster pair.

OPSAPS-66305

If the snapshot export/import fails during HBase replication policy creation, and then you choose
the  Actions Retry Failed Snapshots  option for the replication policy on the Replication Policies
page, the HBase peer is not enabled even if there were no export/import failures during the retry
action. In this scenario, the replication peer in the HBase service remains disabled and the Retry
Failed Snapshots action fails.

Delete the replication policy and re-create it.
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